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 I nstructions: To acquire clear pronunciation of the 
consonant sounds of American English, work with a     

(near-)native speaker of the language, if possible. Use                  
the Consonant Phonics Charts on the next three pages.  
First, imitate the correct pronunciation of each sound-
symbol (between slashes /  /) and key word in Columns 1 
and 2. Follow the instructions in the mouth diagram  
(Column 3) for saying the sound. Then repeat the sample 
words in the last two columns several times. Notice that 
most of these words are in pairs—the words in each pair                 
are the same except for the contrast between one voiced and 
one voiceless sound.  
Read aloud the sample words on your own. Your listener(s) 
will “judge” the clarity of your pronunciation. They can also 
identify each consonant sound by number (1-24) and tell if 
they hear it as voiced or voiceless.  

What’s the 
difference 
between 
vowel and 
consonant 
sounds? 
We sayvowel 
sounds without 
any two parts       
of the mouth 
touching. It’s                
the position                  
of the lips and  
tongue inside 
the mouth that 
produces 16 
different vowel 
sounds. All 
vowel sounds 
are “voiced”—
that is, we use 
our vocal 
cords (our 
“voice”) to 
produce them.  

We produce 
consonant 
sounds with 
two parts of 
the mouth 
touching or 
almost touching.  

For example, 
we might put 
our lips 
together or 
touch the 
tongue to the 
teeth or some 
other part of 
the mouth—like 
the tongue 
ridge or (hard 
or soft) palate.    

R eading Words Aloud—How Letters Spell 
Consonant Sounds 

Sixteen (16)of the consonant sounds in English exist in pairs, like /b/ 
and /p/, /d/ and /t/, /v/ and /f/, and so on. This means that the mouth 
produces the two sounds of each pair in the same way—except that   
one sound is “voiced” (produced with the vocal cords) and the other               
is “unvoiced” or “voiceless” (produced without using the vocal cords).  

The other eight consonant sounds—/m/, /n/, /r/, /y/, and so on—don’t 
exist in pairs. Except for /h/, all of these consonant sounds are voiced.  

On the next two pages is a Phonics Chart for the 24 consonant sounds 
of American English. It shows a symbol and a Key Word for each 
sound. There’s also a diagram and instructions for pronouncing it. 
Finally, there are sample words that show many of the spellings of 
each sound: these are underlined.  

Most consonant letters always spell the same sounds—even doubled 
consonants (like bb or ll) or digraphs (consonant combinations like th, 
sh, and ng).  But Sounds 6 and 10-16—/k/, /f/, /z/, /s/, /z/, /sh/, /j/,    
and /ch/— have several different spellings. Often, the spelling                   
depends on the position of the consonant sound in the word or                       
the vowel sound before the consonant. Other times, it’s determined                
by the vowel letter that follows the consonant sound. 

Of course, there are also  exceptions to these phonics patterns for 
consonant sounds and letters. These unusual spellings seldom occur.  
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Sound-Symbols    
& Key Words  

Examples of Words 
with each Sound                

& Spelling  
VOICED VOICELESS VOICED VOICELESS 

1. / b / as 

in bay 

2. / p / as 

in pay 

 big    bun   
bad   bear   

symbol    
cab   robe   

pig    pun   
pad   pear   

simple     
cap   rope  

3. /d/ as 

in die 

4. /t/ as 

in tie 

 do     doll   
dear  dime   

rider       
ride   sad 

too   towel   
tear   time   

writer   
right  sat 

5. /g/ as 

in gold 

6. /k / as 

in cold 

 game    girl    
gold   glass    

beggar  
rag  league 

came    curl   
cold    class    

baker      
rack    leak 

7. /v/ as 

in vine 

8. / f /as 

in fine 

 very     van    
vale    vase     

saver      
save  leave 

ferry     
fan    fail      

face     
safer       

9.  / D /
as in 
this 

10. / T / 
as in    
thing 

 than    this     
that    their     

either      
bathe 

breathe 

thank   thin   
thief     
ether  
bath  

11. /z / 

as in 
zoo 

12. /s/ 

as in 
sue 

 zeal     zinc  
zip   zoom    
razor raise  

prize 
close (verb) 

seal     sink 
sip    soon     

racer     
race   price 
close (adj.) 

How to 
Pronounce 
this Pair                   

of Sounds  

Put both lips together. 
Then release the air.  

Put the tip of the tongue on 
the ridge behind the upper 
teeth. Then release the air. 

Touch the back of the 
tongue to the back of the 

mouth. Then release the air.  

Touch the lower lip to                  
the upper teeth. Then 
push the air through.   

Put the tip of the tongue 
between the upper & lower 
teeth. Push the air through.  

Put the tip of the tongue 
near the bottom teeth                       

but not touching. Push                 
the air through.   

Consonant-Sound Phonics 
(Sound-Symbols, Pronunciation, & Letters) 
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VOICED VOICELESS How to Pronounce 
this Pair of Sounds  

VOICED VOICELESS 

13. /Z/ as 

in leisure 

14. /S/as                 

in sure 

 pleasure   
measure   
vision   
usual   

explosion  

ship   share   
shy   shoes    
pressure   
masher 
Russian 

15. /dZ/ 
as in joke 

16. /tS/ as 

in choke 

 gin    jeep     
jail     job     

magic       
page  ridge 

chin  cheap  
chair  chop    
matches    

patch  rich 

With rounded lips, curve 
the tongue upward toward 
the ridge behind the upper 
teeth. Push the air through.   

These sounds begin like 
Sounds 3 and 4—/d/ or /
t/— and end like sounds 
13 and 14—/j/ and /ch/.  

Sound-
Symbol & 
Key Word 

How to 
Pronounce 
this Sound 

Examples of 
Words with 
this Sound 

Sound-
Symbol & 
Key Word 

How to 
Pronounce 
this Sound 

Examples of 
Words with 
this Sound 

17. /r/ 
as in 
roar 

 
red  read 
fry  free 
boring  

core  car 

18. /l/ 
as in 
level 

 
led  lead 
fly  flea 
bowling  

coal  call 

19. /m/ 
as in 
mom 

 
mine  me  

Amy  
simmer  
mum 

20. /n/ 
as in 
nun 

  
nine knee  
any  sinner  

none 

21. /N/  
as in 
ring 

 
finger  
singer 
lungs    
song 

22. /y/ 
as in 
year 

 year  your  
yet   

mayor  
lawyer  

23. /w / 
as in 
way 

 
wear  wet 

wide 
tower  

showing 

24. /h/ 
as in 
home 

 
hear  hat 

hide  
behind  
behave 

Round the lips. Point 
the tongue back 

without touching the 
back of the mouth. 

Put the lips together. 
Relax the tongue. 
The air goes out 

through the nose.  

Press the wide part                     
of the front of the 

tongue against the back 
of the upper front teeth. 

Push the air through.    

Flatten the front of                     
the tongue against the 
ridge behind the upper 

teeth.Keep the lips apart. 
The air goes out                

through the nose.  

Lift the back of                         
the tongue to touch     

the back of the mouth. 
The air goes out 

through the nose. 

Lift the middle of the 
tongue toward the tooth 
ridge.Move it way a little 

as the air goes out.   

Raise the tongue high 
in back and keep the 

mouth open. Push the 
air out without using 

the voice.  

Raise the back of                 
the tongue. Round  

the lips, but don’t put 
them together. Make   

a voiced sound.   
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1. /b/ as at the 

beginning of 

bat 
 

/b/ as in the 

middle of 
bubbles 

 

/b/ as at the 

2. /p/ as at the 

beginning of 

pig 

/p/ as in the 

middle of 
puppy 

 

/p/ as at the 

end of                 
top 

 

3. /d/ as at the 

beginning of 

dog 
 

/d/ as in the 

middle of 
daddy 

 

/d/ as at the 

end of 
bread 

 

group  rope   
rub    roof   
verb  harp    

Are there more 
techniques to help  

distinguish 
between voiced 

and voiceless 
consonants? 

Here are some hints 
for saying 

Consonants 1-16: 

 At the start of a  
syllable before a 
vowel sound—add 
a puff of air to / 

p t k /.  Include air 
with other 

voiceless sounds 
too—/ f T  s  S             

tS /—but not with 
the voiced 
consonants         

  / v  D  z  Z  dZ /.  

 Don’t “release”                   
the air after             

voiceless / p  t  
k / at the end of 

syllables. Instead, 
“shorten” each 

vowel sound 
before voiceless 
consonants. For 

example, the word 
cap  takes less 

time to say than c  
a  b .  Sight   is 

said more quickly 
than s i d e.  Lock 
sounds “shorter” 

than l o g.                    
P e a s sounds 

longer than peace; 
r i d g e, longer 

than rich.   

(This is why it’s 
misleading to call 
groups of vowels 

“long” or “short.”)               

do   to   doll 
door       the 
draw      ten 

I nstructions: Can you read aloud words with the 24 
distinct consonant sounds of American English? 
Can you pronounce the sounds correctly—or at 

least understandably—at the beginning, in the middle, 
and at the end of words? And do you know which 
consonant letters produce which sounds?  
To find out, read aloud the words in each group. Circle 
the letters that make the same beginning, middle, or 
ending sounds as the key word. The sound-symbol 
between slashes /  / shows which sound to listen for. 
(To help you, some answers are already there.) 

boy     fat     
van     bill   

brother 

hope   love   
rob    sub   
job   robe 

trouble 
probably 

about    

paper   
happen   
robber    

middle    
motel   

medium    

pay    point 
blow    fair   

proud     

side  bed   
bathcard  

tied  
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7. /v/ as at the 

beginning of 

van 

4. /t/ as at 

the 
beginning 

of tie 
 

/t/ as in the 

middle of 
/t/ as at the end 

of rat 
 
 

two     toes  
then      tip   
done  time   

5. /g/ as at the 

beginning of 

gun 
 

/g/ as in the 

middle of 
wagon 

 

/g/ as at the 

end 
of 
flag 

6. /k/ as at the 

beginning of 

cards 
 

/k/ as in the 

middle of 
bucket 

 

/k/ as at the   

end of 
bike 
 

/v/ as in the 

middle of 
gavel 

/v/ as at the 

end of 
love 

give   safe  
above  

saw  if  of 

Are there phonics 
patterns and rules                
to help us say  
consonant sounds?  

Of course there are. 
Here are a few: 

 Some consonant  
letters are “silent.” 
This means they’re 
not pronounced at 
all.  Examples are 
the h in hour                  
and rhyme, the  w                 
in sword and two,   
the t  in listen, the               
l in calm, the  b at                  
the end of thumb, 
and many others.  

 The letter g spells 
the /g/ sound 
before consonants 
and before the 
back vowels a, o, 
and u.  It often 
spells /d¥/ before 
the front vowels  
e, i, and y—as in 
gem, gin, or gym—
but not always—               
as in girl or get.  

 The spellings dge 
and ck are like 
“doubled letters.” 
They appear only 
after simple vowel 
sounds—as in judge 
and check. 

 The letter c spells 
the /k/ sound 
before consonants 
and back vowels—
as in clap and cone. 
It produces the /s/ 
sound before front 
vowels--as in  cell 
or  cyst.           

bottle   
riddle  
getting  

go    girl   
guess   quit 

jet   glad 

forget 
 giggle 
 pickle 

pig     page   
sick    leg   

fudge 

guard    call   
key      kill  
cry    clear  

taken   
jacket 
foggy 

ride  write        
putt   put    
breathe  

rock   fake  
lick      log     
leak   huge 

fun    vine  
wear    vat 
veal   was 

over    often   
heaven 

favor  fifty 
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8. /f/ as at the 

beginning of 

fall 
 
 

/f/ as in the 

middle of 
suffer 

 
 

/f/ as at the                   

end of 
chef 

 
 

9. /D/ as at the 

beginning of 

this 
 

/D/ as in 

the 
middle of 
mother 

/D/ as at the  

end of  
bathe 

 

10. / T/ as at the 

beginning of 

thought 

/ T/ as in the 

middle of 
author 

/ T/ as at the 

end of 
moth 

11. /z/ as at the 

beginning 
of 

zipper 

/z/ as in the 

middle of 
present 

 

/z/ as at the  
end 
of 
rose 

Are there                    
more spelling 

rules and hints? 
 Pronounce the 

letters ph /f/—as 
in phone and 

graph. This combo 
is much less 

common than the 
letter f  but more 
common that the 

spelling gh —as in 
cough and laugh. 

 The letters th are 
voiced before 

final silent e, as in 
teethe and bathe. 

Compare the 
pronunciation of 

these words with 
teeth and bath. 

 The letter  z is  
pronounced /z/. 

The letter  s often 
sounds like /z/ in 
the middle and at 

the ends of 
words. Some 
examples are 

busy, his, rose, 
scissors, and 
cards.  Notice 
that the plural 

noun or singular 
verb ending               

-s sounds like /z/ 
aftervoiced 

sounds.  

 The letters sc 
may spell the /s/ 

sound before 
front vowels—as 
in scene, scent,  

or science.  
(Before back 
vowels, they 

produce the two 
sounds /sk/.) 

laugh   off 
cough   
graph  

fun    photo 
four   phone  
pray     from    

different 
often 

before 

that  think  
fin   these   
them   tire 

bother 
either 
fatter 

teeth     path 
breathe 

rise     late 

rather 
madder 
nothing 

think   sing 
thumb   the 
that      dish 

bath      bat 
worth 

with    each    

zone    son 
those    zap 

scene   

razor  fuzzy 
scissors 

easy   busy 

rise   race 
close   yours 
buzz    was  
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/d¥/ as in the 

middle of 

magic 

12. /s/ as at the 

beginning of 

sun 
 
 

/s/ as in the 

middle of 
messy 

 
 

/s/ as at the 

end of dice 

13. /Z/ as 

in the 
middle 

of  leisure 

14. /S/ as at the 

beginning of 

shoe 
 

/S/ as in 

tissue or 

wash 
 

pleasure  
usually 
fashion   

impression 
wishing 

rush  witch 

15. /d¥/ as at the 

beginning of 

jar 
 

/d¥/ as at the 

end of  
message 

16. /tS/ as at the 

beginning of 

church 
 

/tS/ as in the 

middle of 
culture 

/tS/ as at the 

end of 
crutch 
 

question 
picture 

Can all 
consonant 
sounds exist   
in all word 
positions—at 
the beginning, 
in the middle, 
and at the 
end? 

Almost all 
consonants can 
appear in all 
word positions, 
sometimes with 
identical spellings 
and sometimes 
with different 
ones.  There are 
two exceptions, 
however: 

 The voiced 
Sound 13—as 
in the middle     
of measure   
or casual 
almost never 
comes at the 
beginning of an 
English word. 

 The voiced 
sound /N/ 
(Sound 21) 
comes only in 
the middle or at 
the end of 
words—as in 
hunger  or 
wrong.       

sit    so    zoo 
show   cent 
scene   chip 

fussy    lazy 
nosy   

dresser 

cross      is 
face   vase 
raise  lips 

share     she  
child     sure 
sugar     shy     

enjoy  
region  
major   

age   judge   
itch    page 
ache     big 

jeans    gem 
genius   jam 

   chill   shall 
choose   can 
cheap   shoe  

pitch   rich  
wish   kiss  

watch  
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/l/ as at the end  

of pool 
 
 

17. /r/ as at the 
beginning of 

rug 
 
 

/r/ as in the middle 

of horror 
 
 
 

/r/ as at the end 
of 
tire 

 
 

18. /l/ 
as 
at 
the beginning 

of lion 

/l/ as in 
the 
middle 

of pillow 
 

lie   row 
like  level 
river   low  

19. /m/ as at the 
beginning of 

moon 
 

/m/ as in the 
middle of 

summer 
 
 

/m/ as at the end 

of game 

main   new 
was    meet   

20. /n/ as at 

the 
beginning of 

nothing 

/n/ as in 

money or 

rain 

21. /N/as in 

finger 
or ring 

Where do all 
the words in 

these 
vocabulary 
exercises 

come from? 

A few words 
are included 

because they’re 
examples of a 

specific phonics 
pattern or some 

other rule of 
English. But 
most of the 
words are 

common, 
practical  

vocabulary 
items for use in 

everyday 
speaking and 

writing.  

Many are from 
the explanations 

in this 
Worktext—

WHAT’S the 
WORD? Using 

New Vocabulary 
in the Real 

World.  Others 
are from the 

corresponding 
Reading Skills & 

Strategies 
Worktext 

What’s the 
Point? Book 

Two: Learning 
to Learn from 

Reading in the 
Real World. 

(978-0-
9627878-9-8).   

real   wrong 
look  rhyme 
ready     ran 

story    silly  
correct 

married 

fire      fill   
poor    more 
bow     stir 

yellow   
follow 
parent 

roll       full 
fair       tell 
bowl     all 

family 
comments 

home    sum   
dumb     pin 

now    know 
nickname 
knot      no 

funny 
meaning 

one    down 

song     pink 
fan      lungs 

hunger 
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22. /y/ as in  yo-yo or

royal

1.  N    fat / vat

2.  N    blow / brow

3.  Y    fair / fare

4. ___  too / two

5. ___  do / due

6. ___  bath / bathe

7. ___ putt / put

8. ___  leg / ledge

9. ___  sell / cell

10. ___  lick / like

11. ___  hug / huge

12. ___  wear / where

13. ___  one / won

14.___   safe / save 

15. ___  off / of

16.___   jeans / genes 

17. ___  cheap / sheep

18. ___  write / right

19. ___  sum / some

20. ___  rays / raise

21.___  hours / ours  

22.___  chews / choose 

23.___  mother / mutter 

24.___  allowed / aloud 

25. ___ beggar / bigger

26.___  either / ether  

27.___  razor / racer  

28.___  guessed / guest 

29.___  noisy / nosy 

30. ___ further / father

I nstructions: Because different letters often spell the same sounds in 
English, there are many homophones. These pairs or groups of words 

have different spellings but exactly the same pronunciation. Their 
meanings and uses are different, too.   
With someone else or a small group, read aloud the two words after each 
of the following Numbers 1-30. Do they sound the same? If they have 
exactly the same pronunciation, write Y for Yes on the line. If they sound 
different, write N for No. To help you, some answers are already there.   

24. /h/ as in  horse
or unhappy   

23. /w/ as in watch
or tower

hour          hug 
show        how 
ham       honor 
whole          hi 

behind 

well    why    we    
who            what   
was            wine  
very         where   
towel      lawyer 

yes         you’re  
jail        yellow 
year        humor 

lawyer 
loyal      follow 


